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Abstract 

In this paper, various SRAM write assist techniques like VDD lowering, VSS raising, word-line boosting, negative bit line 

approach on standard 6T cell are compared with WSNM, RSNM, VDD, temperature.  10T TGA SRAM cell is compared with 

their VDD (supply voltage), WSNM (Write static noise margin), RSNM (Read static noise margin) with write assist techniques 

on it and used temperature variation as well. And one new write assist technique is proposed in this paper i.e, Boosted Negative 

Bit Line Approach and implemented on 10T TGA SRAM cell. In this technique we try to improve write features and read 

simultaneously. And also compared 6T, 8T and 10T SRAM cells for read assist. Simulations have been performed in Tanner 

EDA 32 nm CMOS technology.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Technology scaling has been performed to enhance performance like power consumption, speed, and area because of Moore’s 

law and consequently, and there are many benefits of scaling down the size of transistor like short channel effect. Process 

variations have major effect on scaled CMOS technology and it gets pronounced by reduction of transistor size. To achieve high 

sensitivity on extremely small size of transistor, SRAM circuit is highly sensitive to process variation. Process variation can be 

caused due to local or global mismatch between devices [1]. Local mismatch can cause SRAM devices in ways like read stability 

degradation where during read operation stored data is flipped, read failure where during read data is not read, write time 

increases or write-ability decreases. This trade-off due to process variation or size reduction create hurdle to improve read and 

write operation simultaneously.    

To improve significantly the SRAM performance, new devices such as FinFETs are being used at device level [1–5]. The 

FinFET is a double gate transistor which is built on SOI substrate and have characteristic conducting channel is wrapped by thin 

silicon “fin”. This wrap around gate provides better electrical control and helps overcoming short channel effect and leakage 

current. In March 2014 TSMC announced FinFETs die implementation on wafers during manufacturing process. Intel has started 

using FinFETs in 2012 for future commercial devices. SRAM cell such as 6T, 7T, 8T, 9T, 10T, 11T [5–15] have been 

developed, some of them shown in fig.1. 

Fig.1 (a) shows Standard 6T-SRAM cell structure consists of two back to back inverters (PUR-PDR and PUL PDL) which 

keep data and node Q and QB hold their inverse respectively. There are two access transistors (ACR-ACL) which are used to 

perform write and read operations. By using same path (ACR—ACL) for both operations read and write creates hurdle in 

performance of each other like by improving write-ability will leads to degradation of read-stability and vice versa. To improve 

the cell write-ability WPU/WAC should be lowered while to improve read-ability WPD/WAC should be increased and to ensure 

maximum noise margin during hold operation pull-up and pull-down (WPU= WPD) transistor should have equal strength. 

II. ASSIST TECHNIQUES 

Assist techniques is broadly divided in two parts firstly write assist and secondly read assist. Write assist refers to write new data 

in the cell at low supply voltage with reduced size of transistor while in read assist data should be retained with reduced supply 

voltage and reduced transistor size. 
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Fig. 1(a): Standard 6T (b): Standard 8T (c): TGA 10T (d): P-P-N 10T [13] (e): 10T [14] SRAM cells. 

III. READ ASSIST TECHNIQUE 

Read/ reading i.e. readability (data has been requested) is initiated by pre-charging both bit lines BLB and BL means by driving 

it to threshold voltage VTH (can vary between 0 and 1). Now, word line WL is asserted. This word line (WL) asserted enables 

both access transistors (M5 and M6).  Bit line (BL) voltage either slightly rise or drop where drop refers to that bottom transistor 

NMOS M3 gets  turned ON and top transistor PMOS gets M4  OFF and rise refers that top transistor PMOS M4 is turned ON 

and bottom transistor NMOS M3 is turned OFF. If bit line (BL) voltage raises then bit line bar (BLB) voltage drops and if bit 

line (BL) voltage drops then bit line bar (BLB) voltage rises. By this process read operation is performed. 

Fig.1 (b) shows 8T SRAM cell which has shown good results among cell area and cell feature improvement for read stability. 

It has 2T read buffer and 6T storage cell i.e., separate read path from write path and storage nodes and this way both read and 

write feature can be improved simultaneously. By the process variation of access transistor, write margin (WM) varies 

significantly because write current flows through the access transistor. On other hand, during read operation read current flows 

through the read buffers (R1 and R2) and its variation doesn’t affect read margin.  

There are several schematics proposed for 10T cell such as shown in fig.1 (c, d, and e). Fig.1 (d) shows three transistors 

cascaded in a P–P–N sequence, due to the three stacked transistors cell shows a low cell leakage as inverter it also has a good 

immunity to data dependent bit-line leakage but limits supply voltage scaling [13]. Fig.1 (e) shows other 10T SRM cell which 

has two transistors in series as access device using two control signals (WL and WWL), but due to the cascaded access there is a 

weak write-ability causing limitation to power supply scaling [14].  Fig.1 (c) shows the 10T Transmission Gate Access transistor 

SRAM cell (TGA-SRAM) proposed in [15]. It is used to improve the both read-ability and write-ability of the cell and scaling of 

supply voltage as isolated read path from storage node and read path and thus both read and write operation can be improved 

simultaneously and it results in high read noise margin. Each of the 10T-SRAM cells has some pros and cons.  

IV. WRITE ASSIST TECHNIQUE  

write/writing i.e. write stability, the write cycle is initiated by applying value which is to be written to the bit lines that is by 

setting BLB to 1 state and BL to 0 state. This is quite similar to applying a reset pulse to an SR-latch which causes the Flip-flop 

to change its state. To write 1, it can be done by inverting the values of bit lines. The word line (WL) is then asserted the value 

which was needed to be stored is latched in. And this works as the input drivers of bit line are designed to be much stronger than 

the transistor in the cell itself so that it can easily override the previous state of cross-coupled inverters. Generally, access NMOS 

transistors M5 and M6 have to be robust than either bottom NMOS (M1 and M3) or top PMOS (M2 AND M4). Consequently, 

when one pair of transistor (M3 and M4) is only slightly overridden by writing process then the opposite pair (M1 and M2) gate 

voltage is also changed. This meant M1 and M2 transistors can be easier overridden and so on. The cross coupled inverters 

magnify the write processing. SRAM can store its data as long as power is supplied. By this write operation is performed. 

Various write assist techniques are developed so that accuracy (speed) can be reached in writing data with process variation 

namely VDD lowering, VSS raising, Word-line boosting, Negative bit-line approach. Comparison of these assist techniques is 

shown below. 
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Table – 1 

Comparison of these assists techniques 

VDD 

Lowering 

(VDD↓) 

Operation: By weaken the pull-up device with respect to pass-gate device WL can be reduced. New data can be written in 

the bit cell once pull-up device is weakened. Major challenge with this technique is to make sure that lowered column 

voltage should be higher than retention voltage of unselected cell in same column. Sometimes to simplify this operation 

supply voltage of whole array is lowered. Fig.2 (a) shows schematic and timing graph for VDD Lowering. 

Advantage: Better than nominal case but gain is minuscule. Because pull-up PMOS device is already weak and further 

weakening will not help much. 

VSS 

Raising 

(VSS↑) 

Operation: This technique reduces the risk of data retention failure. Here also the operation is to weaken the pull-up PMOS 

but in this by weakening its gate voltage instead of source voltage and core ground should be raised. Fig.2 (b) shows 

schematic and timing graph for VSS raising 

Advantage: This case is better than non-WA (write assist) but gain is very small because here will be marginal increase as it 

is similar to VDD lowering i.e. weakening pull-up device. 

Word-Line 

Boosting 

(WL 

BOOST) 

Operation: In this technique, word line is boosted higher than the supply voltage it helps the bit cell to flip. By this VGS of 

access transistor is increased and hence drive its strength consequently this help to flip the bit-lines significantly. Fig.2 (c) 

shows schematic and timing graph for word-line boost. 

Advantage: This technique is resulted better than nominal case and benefit of this technique has improved significantly as 

supply voltage is scaled down. 

Negative 

Bit-Line 

(NBL) 

Operation: In this technique, larger VGS is created for NMOS pass transistor by either decreasing source voltage or by 

increasing gate voltage. Here low bit-line voltage should be charged with negative voltage i.e. below zero during write 

operation and increased VGS causes access transistor to become stronger results in flipping the bit cell easily. Fig.2 (d) 

shows schematic and timing graph for negative bit line approach. 

Advantage: Benefit of this voltage increases as the supply voltage is scaled down. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic timing graph representation for write assist (a): VDD Lowering, (b): VSS Raise, (c): Word line boost, (d): Negative bit line. 

Q and QB nodes voltage 

Table – 2 

8T SRAM & 10T SRAM 

8T 

SRAM 

Operation: In 8T-SRAM circuit, there are two additional read buffers (R1 and R2) which separates read path from write path 

thus isolates read operation and better performance during read operation are observed. While write operation results in same 

manner as conventional 6T-SRAM. Schematic is shown in fig.1 (b). 

10T 

SRAM 

Operation: Transmission gate access device is beneficial in both read and write assist as it holds separate path for read, write 

and storage nodes. And for write operation, in place of access transistors transmission gates are used on both sides. One of 

PMOS or NMOS in transmission gate structure conduct with maximum strength which results considerable improvement. 

Utilizing two control signals (WL and WLB). Schematic is shown in fig.1 (c). 

V. PROPOSED BOOSTED NEGATIVE BIT LINE (BNBL) WRITE ASSIST TECHNIQUE 

The write path of SRAM cell usually has two NMOS transistors connecting storage nodes to bit-lines. Fig.3 (a) shows write path 

for conventional 6T SRAM access devices are connected to storage nodes can be considered as see-saw with two states. For 

convenience, we are using node Q holds 0 and node QB holds 1. For write operation, we have to change one state to another and 

we need to apply sufficient force on both sides i.e. access transistors should have maximum strength. Although state can be 

changed by applying one force on only one side but applying forces on both sides in opposite direction with maximum strength 

can lead to change state of see-saw much easier than conventional fig.3 (b) resulting in write operation improvement. In most of 

cases, write operation is performed by access transistor connected to node holding 1 because initially, when write cycle begin, 
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the strength of access transistors are equal (ACL=ACR, VGS-ACL=VGS-ACR), and Q node voltage starts to increase but strength of 

access transistor ACL starts to decrease consequently strength of access transistor degrade and enters into cut-off region 

(VQ=VWL-VTH-ACL).   

In order to keep ACL transistor on during complete write cycle for improving write-ability, TGA SRAM cell can be used i.e. 

transmission gate access devices namely TLN-TLP and TRN-TRP as shown in fig.3 (b). 

Most important point in this cell it allows to apply write assist technique on both sides. Therefore, when write cycle begin, the 

strength of access transistors TLN will start to decrease when Q node voltage starts to increase but strength of access transistor 

TLP remains constant (VGS-TLP=VWLB-VBL) and continues to charge node Q till end of the write cycle. Therefore, one of the access 

device on left side will continue to conduct during whole write cycle with maximum strength i.e. one whose source connected to 

bit line. Moreover, TGA SRAM cell improves write-ability with maximum strength and it has separated read path as well. It 

results in improvement of both read and write operation simultaneously. In this paper we performed proposed negative bit line 

approach on TGA SRAM cell by applying boosted voltage (VDD+∆V) to high going bit line and a negative voltage to low going 

bit line. Earlier In negative bit line approach only low going bit line voltage was reduced. This technique results in significant 

improvement in write assist. 

 
Fig. 3(a): SRAM cell with conventional write path, (b): TGA SRAM cell write path(c): theoretical functioning of 10TGA SRAM& 

conventional 6T. 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation results are performed on 32nm CMOS technology at Temp=27 and 1V supply voltage in Tanner EDA tool. 

 6T CELL Readings 

Comparison of four write assist techniques on 6T SRAM cell are performed namely, VDD lowering, VSS raising, Negative bit 

line, word line boost. Comparison is performed on basis of their WSNM, VDD in fig.4. graphs tells that negative bit line 

approach is better among all developed approaches in this field for write assist.Negative bit line approach shows better WSNM 

as compared to other techniques. Fig.5. shows that with increase in temperature value of WSNM and VDD also increases. 

Negative bit line approach has shown highest value of WSNM and VDD among all with temperature variation. This is how 

temperature also effects the WSNM and VDD. Effect of Word-line Boost as a Write-ability Assist technique shows that Word-

line boost improves write-ability by strengthening the PG, but hurts stability, as discussed above. 
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Fig. 4: Comparing WA techniques on 6T SRAM cell. 

 
Fig. 5: Variation with temperature effect on 6T SRAM cell with write assist techniques applied on it. 

 
Fig. 6: Effect of write assist techniques on readability. 

 
Fig. 7: Shows temperature effect on RSNM of 6T cell with write assist techniques. 

Effect of Word-line Boost as a Write-ability Assist, Word line boost improves write-ability by strengthening the PG, but hurts 

stability. Effect of Cell VDD lowering, VDD decreases writes VMIN by decreasing the strength of the cross-coupled inverters. 

However, for our cell, this assist is much less effective than negative bit-line, because while VDD lower helps the PG pull the 

high-node low by weakening the high-node PU, a write-ability failure can still occur if the PU on the low-node side is weak. 

Fig.6. shows Effect of Negative bit line approach on a Read-ability, reducing the voltage of GND has been shown to improve 

readability. Negative GND is the most effective of all readability assist techniques. Unfortunately, this technique has a very high 

energy cost for 6T arrays, because each cell has two GND lines running horizontally, which have a large capacitance.  Fig. 4 to 

fig. 7 are performed on 6T SRAM cell. 
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 10T TGA SRAM Cell Readings 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8(a): Comparing RSNM and VDD of conventional 6T, standard 8T, 10T TGA SRAM, 10T TGA SRAM with BNBL. (b) Comparing 

WSNM of 8T, TGA SRAM 10T, TGA SRAM 10T with BNBL. 

Fig.8 show that use of proposed negative bit line approach on TGA SRAM cell results in faster and improved in WSNM. 

Simulations are performed at Temp=27 and 1V supply voltage in Tanner. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new write assist technique was proposed to the existing write assist circuits, it improves write operation by 

strengthening access transistors from both sides (BL and BLB) of the cell. WSNM of 10T with BNBL approach is compared 

with 6T, 8T along with temperature variation . RSNM of 10T with assist technique BNBL is proposed and compared with 6T, 8T 

along with temperature variation.  
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